
Testimonials

 

Kristen  |  February 16, 2014 at 5:09 pm

I bought this ball last week from Patty at a home show in Rockland County, NY. She said it was
great for clothes that you wear to the gym, yoga, etc. Since I am a yoga teacher, I thought this
would be a great investment. I washed my boyfriend’s clothes with it first since he is a trainer in
sports performance/body builder/powerlifter. Needless to say he is ALWAYS working out! He
had deodorant stains which I used the stain remover stick from SmartKlean then I threw it in the
wash as I was told with cold water with the SmartKlean ball and VOILA !! the stains are gone! I
have before & after pictures to prove it. Like everyone else, I was skeptical but this ball (and stick)
are a GREAT investment! Your clothes just smell CLEAN. There’s no added odor or anything. I
definitely suggest everyone buy this!

Also, if there is a place to send my before & after pictures as well- I’d love to know!
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Audun Hjelseth  |  February 6, 2014 at 7:45 pm
I just cleaned my wooden floor with launderyballwater. (10min with the ball in the bucket). All
clean and no rest of soap on the floor. I also washed my car with the water. I removed both
asphalt and diesel-spill. Impressing.

Reply
 Char  |  February 9, 2014 at 1:01 am

Did you just put the ball in the water and then take it out after 10 minutes ? I wonder if that
would change the ball for drying clothes ?

Reply
Audun HJelseth  |  February 9, 2014 at 8:47 am

I took the ball out before using the water, stirred a litle with it first.

 J Barker  |  February 3, 2014 at 4:19 pm

This sounds terrific! A modern version of going to the river bank & cleaning c;othes on the rocks!!

Reply
 Char  |  September 13, 2013 at 8:58 pm

I have been using the Smart Klean Laundry Ball for 2 years.I just now have purchased my 2nd
ball but I don’t need to change it yet.I live on a farm and no matter what I have put in the laundry,
the Smart Klean Laundry Ball gets it clean.It actually removed a few stains that I thought were
set.Believe me when I say, you can’t go wrong by using this product.

Reply
Pamela deVries  |  July 4, 2013 at 9:42 pm

Client testimonials are the best way to sell product. This weekend I had a “rib sauce incident”
while wearing my white capri’s and white and red cotton top. I was sure they were ruined with
all that grease and tomato/pepper combo. About two months ago I switched to using the
non-detergent Laundry Ball below. It was hard to believe that a ball full of rocks and magnets can
clean but folks you would NEVER believe it. – I used the stain bar on the rib sauce and then said a
prayer and threw it all in the machine. Be sure to look for me in my white capri’s and top to see
that there is NO rib sauce on my clothes. If I was not sure before – I can tell you now for certain,
this little super ball works fabulous while saving you money and being Eco friendly and non
allergenic who could ask for more .

Reply
smartklean  |  January 9, 2013 at 10:40 pm

Thank you so much for your feedback. We’re sorry your experience was not what you’d expected.
We use only the highest quality active ceramics and components and you can see that reviews of
our product are outstanding, by the users themselves. If you would be willing to explain in detail
the problems you are experiencing with the laundry ball, we will be happy to see if there’s
anyway we can help. Please contact us at customer-care@smartklean.com. Also please try our
trouble shooting page where many have found simple solutions to common problems.

 Cara  |  January 6, 2013 at 7:55 pm

:)



SportClips Haircuts for men and boys/January 6,2013
I have been using SmartKlean aka green ball at my home and 2 SportClips locations for the past 1
1/2 years. I am most satisfied with this easy to use product, I also feel good that I am making a
contribution in lessining the amount of landfill/recyclables, not to mention the $$$savings. FYI
we do 5+ loads of laundry at each store daily…. That’s alot of laundry detergent…..

Reply
 April  |  September 5, 2012 at 5:22 pm

It got the skunk smell out of my towel!!! When my dog Sophie got skunked in the face we rushed
her to the shower to flush out her eyes. When we were done with the treatment we towelled her
off and comforted her. My towel smelled horrible and I thought there would be no saving it.
Decided to give the laundry ball a try and threw the towel in. Low and behold it came out
smelling like nothing! As someone who has developed an allergy to detergents and scents I am so
glad I found this ball.

Reply
 Terry  |  September 5, 2012 at 7:55 pm

I thought I had it bad with gym clothes and then cat pee on the bedding. It took it all out as
well. Good to hear, nothing is much worse than skunk.

Reply
 Kristen Grunewald  |  August 20, 2012 at 3:04 am

This is awesome! We have been using this for about 6 weeks now with great results! We have a
family of 6, so we do a lot of laundry. All of the clothes are coming out clean, smell great and
softer. We’ve also noticed a reduction in dryer lint, so I know it’s easier on our clothes. The best
testimonial happened this weekend when my teenage son brought home his football practice
uniform…they were very dirty and VERY stinky. After I washed them, he sniffed them, and with
a smile on his face, said, “WOW, these smell better than when I was issued them from the coach!
Thanks Mom!” We will never go back to detergent again.

Reply
 Darcy  |  July 9, 2012 at 3:40 pm

I’ve been using the Smart Klean Laundry Ball for about a month now and I love it. I particularly
enjoy knowing that I am no longer putting any chemicals or toxins in my family’s clothing and
it’s environmentally safe. Our clothes come out smelling clean and fresh in a natural way instead
of the fake aromas that laundry detergents give off. I hang my laundry on the clothesline and let it
dry naturally. All you can smell is fresh air!

Reply
 Violeta Barajas ;)  |  June 2, 2012 at 6:21 pm

¿¿¿¿ Lavar sin detergente ????

NOTA: No vendo nada, nomas les comparto algo que me esta dando un RESPIRO ENORME en la
lavada=comadreada!

Mi experiencia:

* SI LIMPIA: quita manchas, la ropa queda sin NINGUN OLOR (es decir, sin perfume pero
tambien le quita los malos olores, el resultado es olor a limpio/neutro)



* La ropa queda suaveciiiiiiitttaaa

* Ahorro muchisimisimisimisimo tiempo: En 1/2 ya termine de lavar!!!! cosa que antes me llevaba
de 2 a 3 hrs lavar de 3 a 4 cargas de ropa/cobijas/toallas!.. asi que me despreocupo.. lavo y me
voy a la calle!! jaajaj

* Ahorro muuucha agua por que no requiere de enjuage, y por lo tanto ps tiempo tambien!

* Y como una cosa lleva a otra, ps ahorro luz! por la disminucion en enjuagues, secadas, etc

* Ahorro muuuucchhoo dinero: porque no compro/necesita NINGUN
DETERGENTE/SUAVISANTE.

* Quita la estatica!, comprobado!..ya no me ando electrocutando a cada rato jaja

:::: Ventajas extras geniales!! ::::

- Ya no me visto con quimicos de detergentes que quedan en mi ropa. Por lo tanto, le evito a mi
cuerpo estar en contacto con una de las tantas posibles causas de CANCER, que es el estar en
contacto directo de los quimicos de los detergentes!

- No contamina: asi que se protege a los HUMANOS, animales marinos y terrestres, los oceanos,
etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc….bueno
muchisimos! jajaja

- Aguanta 365 lavadas (esto aun lo tengo que comprobar)

- Me falta comprobar: La duracion de tiempo de vida de mi ropa y colores. Este producto DICE
que tiene este beneficio!… ya me lo dira el tiempo y un ganchito! jeje

Espero les guste!

Reply
16. Vincent  |  May 23, 2012 at 2:55 am

Let me first just say that I have very sensitive skin and also have eczema just like my sister and
my mom. For the longest time I have been using the so called free and clear detergents and still
suffered with irritated skin and even worse i would break out in cystic acne all over my body
from time to time and i just learned to live with it. it was a nightmare having to do laundry and
worry about putting all those chemicals on my clothes, till i came across the SmartKlean laundry
ball. I was a bit skeptical when I first used it thinking how will it clean my clothes with out suds?
But now i see it can. Not only does it clean my clothes with out putting harsh chemicals on my
clothes it also makes my clothes supper soft! And the best part is that my skin is no longer
irritated and i no longer break out allover my body! This laundry ball has made doing the laundry
not a burden any more, in fact i look forward to doing the laundry now. I love the ball so much
that I have recommended the ball to almost every one I know!

Thank you so much for creating such an amazing product

Reply
Bernice Vollebregt  |  April 3, 2012 at 2:16 pm

Hi Amanda, I just received your comment about the Smartclean ball. If you have time read the4 of 15



reply to my email. You will have to clean your machine. These tiny specks are from mold build up
inside your machine. I cleaned my machine and no longer get the specks on my laundry. Sorry it
ruined your clothes. For me it was just on towels and my sheets. Hope this helps.

Reply
Terry Ross  |  April 3, 2012 at 3:05 pm

Hello Amanda and Bernice
Others have experienced the same issue but these will eventually come off. It is the residue
that has built up in your machine during its use. The first step to prevention is to clean your
machine. Use straight hot water, vinegar and sea salt. I threw in an old towel to add weight
since I have a front load machine. The 3 interact with each other and give the machine a body
cleanse. use the same mixture to wipe down any seals, etc to remove the remaining residue.
Remember it took many washes to get the build up but with a great first cleanse, it will be
gone. Now your machine is healthier too and will have a longer life. Cheers, you are helping
save the planet one wash at a time.

Reply
 Sarah  |  January 8, 2012 at 1:53 am

I have been using the SmartKlean laundry ball on my clothes for only 2 weeks, but so far I am
thrilled. Everytime I wash something, it somehow gets softer. I feel great using this product on my
daughter’s belongings because I know there are not chemicals and perfumes in her clothes and
bedding. Plus, I feel pretty good about saving money on laundry and doing something beneficial
for the environment. I can’t see myself using soap detergents again.

Reply
 Bernice Vollebregt  |  December 23, 2011 at 6:35 pm

I did just what you said and have not had the problem since. Thank you.

Reply
Terry Ross  |  December 23, 2011 at 5:08 pm

There was a comment on specs now on the clothes and it is hard to get out. The info below is from
the faq page. For search, type in spec and it is the bottome of the page with suggestions.
Before you started using the SmartKlean laundry ball, you probably used detergent. Soap
residues have stuck to the soap dispenser and to the inside of the pipes in your washing machine,
causing them to clog up slowly and cause mold. Mold is then accumulated in different areas, but
particularly the rubber seal on the door (typically HE front loaders). What happens with the
laundry ball is that since it’s not using stain-removing ingredients that are used in detergents, the
mold ends up on the fabrics and stays there. The laundry ball is designed to clean day-to-day
laundry, not mold stains.

So, first, if you have an HE front loader, investigate the rubber seal with a flash light, and wipe a
paper towel over the inside of the rubber seal to see if the mold is accumulated there. After doing
so, we recommend you clean out your washing machine by putting two cupfuls of white organic
vinegar in the soap dispenser. This will help out in removing soap residue deposits. Organic
vinegar is antibacterial and does not foam in your machine. If you do this regularly, your machine
remains in top condition and mold-free. This is not caused by our laundry ball. In fact, many
people experience this problem with detergent.

 luz edith sepulveda suaraz  |  December 19, 2011 at 8:38 pm



excelente me gustaría saber donde se consigue o donde lo puedo comprar

Reply
Bernice Vollebregt  |  December 18, 2011 at 3:14 pm

I just purchased my Smartklean Ball for my laundry and do love it for my coloured wash.
However for my whites I have noticed occasionally on my pillow cases and sheets little tiny
grey/black dots that are very difficult to wash out. Just wanted to let you know.

Reply
 smartklean  |  December 23, 2011 at 4:51 pm

Thank you very much for your feedback. We’re sorry your experience was not what you’d
expected. We guarantee our product unconditionally, and we want you to be thrilled with
your SmartKlean purchase. If you would like to return this for a refund or exchange, please
contact us by email at customer-care@smartklean.com. Also, if you are using an HE front
loader machine, make sure there is no mold accumulated on the seal (the rubber part between
the door and the drum), this may be the cause of the dark spots. If this is the case, all you need
to do is run an empty cycle with 2 cups of white organic vinegar. This should clean your
machine and remove the mold.

Reply
 Tina Gray  |  November 4, 2011 at 9:56 pm

I do Aromatherapy Treatments using many different kinds of essential oils. When washing my
sheets before, I would use detergents and TSP and it still wouldn’t get the oils out. So I gave the
SmartKlean Laundry Ball a try and it removed the oils and softened my sheets. My clients noticed
a difference. I now sell the Laundry Ball to my customers!!

Reply
 Kerry Rotchill  |  November 4, 2011 at 9:54 pm

Being a skeptical person I was leery to try the laundry ball but knowing that they are good for the
environment and able to save me on detergent I thought I would give it a try. I was amazed how
well it cleaned and was glad I purchased one but it was when I did my first dark load that I fell in
love with it! 85% of my wardrobe it black or black and white combo and not only does the ball
keep my darks dark I am sure it washed out soap residue that had built up and was starting to
cause fading. It also allows me to laundry my black/white combo clothes without the black
bleeding into the white. Not only has it saved me money on detergent it has pro-longed the life of
my clothes !

Reply
27. Marilyn Phelps  |  November 4, 2011 at 9:51 pm

I have used the laundry ball for a year now and have started on my second one. I am absolutely
thrilled with its cleaning power and ease of use. Being environmentally friendly, the ball cleans
without polluting, is gentle on my clothes and has saved me hundreds of dollars in cleaning
products in just one year. I have given them as baby and shower gifts, introducing this product to
more people. No more thinking about stocking my cupboard with chemical-based detergents,
fabric softeners and dryer sheets. A must in the home!

Reply
 Terry Ross  |  November 4, 2011 at 9:42 pm



I wanted to look for vendors at the KW Home show and the list was the same as last year except
for SMARTKLEAN. I was intrigued and that is why I went to the show. The sales pitch was great
and the fact no chemicals are used is better. I am a thrifty person and any way to save money is
attractive to me. The fact I am saving the enviroment makes me feel happy and safe. I made a
purchase and that weekend put it to the test on my working clothes, all black, just in case it did
not work. The results were great. Then the cat peed on a bed with comforter, sheets and mattress
cover. Due to the size, I took it to the laundro-mat. Used just the ball and the result, NO cat urine
odour.
This is a great product and everyone should have one, that is why my 5 children are getting this
in their stocking instead of coal.

Reply
 MaraLou Rhodes  |  August 6, 2011 at 6:21 pm

I LOVE the laundry ball. I was skeptical at first but after using it I am a believer. I found them at a
craft/festival show. It makes the clothes brighter, softer, less static, less water, less electricity, less
time, etc. I can’t say enough good about them. It even cleaned mustard & chocolate from the kids
clothes. Great for allergies- no chemical added to your clothes. I told about them to my coworkers
& now they are using them. I sent them to my sister & she is also spreading the word. Thank you
for making this great item.

Reply
 Bridget Kimsey  |  July 14, 2011 at 2:13 pm

As I become a new mom, excited to be able to use with cloth diapers 

Reply
 Beth Bacon  |  June 29, 2011 at 5:14 pm

These balls are amazing – I have a son who does his own laundry – well he washes it – then
forgets it in the washer for a couple of days. If you’ve ever done that you know the smell that
comes with it – usually I have to rewash it 2 or sometimes even 3 times to get the smell out – one
wash with the laundry ball and the smell was gone! Even from the washer itself – simply
amazing!

Reply
 lopezafrica@hotmail.com  |  June 20, 2011 at 6:14 pm

I did not believe when I was told so I try it, and now I love it.

Reply
Andrea Alzate  |  June 4, 2011 at 4:25 am

Hi everyone, I am a mommy to a 17 month old boy and my bf works in restaurants, so needless to
say I do a lot of laundry! I started using the Smartklean ball over a month now and I have to say I
am very happy with the results. The ball leaves my clothes fresh and clean, even my bf’s smelly
restaurant clothes. I love how easy it is to use, no more detergent to measure or fabric softner to
apply, there is no need for it since the ball leaves your clothes soft as well. Let me just say, that
before having my son I never thought about the dangers of the products we use in our daily lives.
My eyes were opened when my son developed skin rashes caused by the detergent we were
using. I tried many different ” Hypoallergenic detergents” but it was just one chemical replacing
another chemical. Thankfully, I heard about the Smartklean ball and decided to give it a shot.
Now, my son has no allergies and I can rest easy knowing that his clothes are chemical free! We
are very satisfied with this product. It has kept our clothes clean, removing dirt, grease, odors,

:)



even blood stains! and ultimately it has already saved us plenty of money considering the cost of
detergent. The only cons that I have seen in this product is that with white clothes I would
recommend pre-treating it with a stain remover. I have had some white clothes that still had the
stains from my sons baby food after washing. The ball also will not leave your clothes with that
lavender or mountain spring fragrance that we all love, but it does leave your clothes with a light
fresh smell. I use dryer sheets to give the clothes a little bit more fragrance but it’s not necessary.
In conclusion, I believe that the Smartklean ball is an innovative and revolutionary new product.
Anyone who has children or who wishing to save money should own one. Sincerely yours, Jason
Mommy

 Alicia  |  November 6, 2011 at 10:29 pm

You might like to eliminate the use of dryer sheets and buy 2 small Dryer Balls. The product in
the dryer sheets goes into your CLEAN clothes as you can note when they change from heavy
clothes to limp ones. Dryer balls are noisy but they help keep clothes from wrinkes and static.
Have introduced to my sisters and family and now also getting them to use the laundry ball
which I find doing a great job also. FYI…cheers, Alicia

Reply
 Simran  |  May 18, 2011 at 4:39 am

I really like these… they are wonderful and they really do work… you have to try it…. just have
to..

Reply
 Kunal  |  May 16, 2011 at 3:14 am

I love these balls.

Reply
 damion  |  May 12, 2011 at 8:30 pm

love it, really works.

Reply
 Jenifer Weston  |  May 11, 2011 at 11:44 pm

As the song says “Now I’m a believer!” I became a rep only because i was pretty sure I could find
5 other people to try these and it didn’t make sense to pay more for less.. I just got my product
today. The very first thing i did was grab a white dish rag and go rub it in the grass in my yard.
Then i brought it into my kitchen and smeared ketchup, mustard and yes, even blood from my
finger onto it. The first half went into the wash with one laundry ball and four bath towels. The
second half went into the wash with the same four more towels and the recommended amount of
detergent. I didn’t pre-treat anything, because that’s not normally what I do. and I didn’t skip the
rinse cycle cuz i am a busy mom and will not realistically be running out to stop my washer. The
results? AMAZING! The Smartklean ball got the well used dishrag NOTICEABLY cleaner and
brighter! (I took pictures!) Both the laundry ball and the detergent left a yellow stain from the
mustard, but again, the Smartklean ball stain was LIGHTER! I was floored! I was happy to think
that i had a product that would equally replace my detergent, but to find that it works BETTER
and gives me all the benefits of being non-toxic and Green as well. I’m sure with some
pre-treatment, the results would be even more impressive. I’m sold, and will be recommending
this to EVERYONE i know.



*** Side note. My 11 year old just walked in from school. I told him there were two rags on the
kitchen counter and to please go bring me the one he thought was cleaner. He looked at me like I
was nuts, but brought me the Smartklean sample. A completely unbiased opinion! NICE!

Reply
 Satnam Singh  |  May 10, 2011 at 8:55 pm

The ball really works! I was a skeptic but now I’m a believer!

Reply
 Melodie Tong  |  May 10, 2011 at 6:31 am

My clothes’ colours fade less. And there’s much less lint clogging up the drier. And I like that it’s
a lot less expensive than buying detergent. It’s a perfect product for washing baby clothes.

Reply
 Eldar Swartsman  |  May 10, 2011 at 6:24 am

This thing is awesome. I think I cough and sneeze less. Anyway, I don’t get how it works, but it’s
awesome. Thanks!

Reply
Kal Chauhan  |  May 8, 2011 at 2:16 am

Excellent resuLts. Would recommend to my friends.

Reply
 Nathan Swartsman  |  May 7, 2011 at 7:59 pm

When I was first introduced to the Smartklean laundry ball at work, even with being a devoted
environmentalist and learned scientist, I couldn’t help being skeptical. I mean, who wouldn’t
considering all the conditioning we’ve all had with how cleaning in general should work. And we
all still use soap to clean our bodies, so it would stand to reason. The turning point was the video
on the Smartklean website. We stood there while I watched this marvel of an invention being
introduced to me on his smartphone. For less than the cost of a night out for two, I hastily agreed
to purchase one. I’ve been using my ball consistently for several months and have even convinced
a couple of friends to buy one from Kavita. It’s really not magic… Just science at its finest!

Reply
 A. Patel  |  April 26, 2011 at 1:27 pm

SmartKlean laundry ball does an amazing job. Love it!

Reply
 Liz  |  April 25, 2011 at 2:03 am

My son has really sensitive skin due to ezcema. He’s also allergic to Formaldehyde, the main
preservative in laundry soap. I decided to give this a try, figuring, what can it hurt….and I LOVE
it. I would recommended it to anyone, sensitive skin or not. It’s better for you, your health and
the environment. My favorite purchase this year. Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!

Reply
 Joe  |  April 24, 2011 at 9:53 pm

We have tried this product and it is absolutely amazing great job! Would not hesitate to



recommend to anyone.

Reply
 Kirtesh  |  April 24, 2011 at 4:46 pm

My wife tried this product. She says its awesome and she recommends others to use it too..
Thumbs up!!!!
Great

Reply
 Deepa Tailor  |  April 23, 2011 at 3:49 pm

I really enjoy having the laundry ball. It is very economical and cost effective. It cleans your
clothes pretty well too! I would recommend this laundry ball to you all.

Reply
 Lisa Ho  |  April 23, 2011 at 12:44 am

I love this product and recommend it to others to use. Make a change this Earth Day!

Reply
 Roger  |  April 23, 2011 at 12:27 am

I got my wife to try the product. She loves it! Thanks. It works well for all my clothes and nice on
my pocketbook.

Reply
 deb  |  April 22, 2011 at 2:04 am

Have only done a few loads so far so good and when I learned that I can use with vinegar as a
rinse, even better. Haven’t done my sheets yet so that will be the next test!

Reply
 Amisha  |  April 21, 2011 at 5:59 pm

Great Idea!!! love the ball

Reply
 kk  |  April 21, 2011 at 2:30 pm

this is very good product!!

Reply
 Hiren Patel  |  April 19, 2011 at 2:59 pm

The Laudry Ball is a fantactic idea.

Thanks,
Hiren Patel

Reply
 Cindy  |  April 18, 2011 at 7:19 pm

I was a skeptic at first. I am no longer a skeptic now. It is safe to use and saves so much money.



 Dan D  |  April 18, 2011 at 7:46 am

What a great idea. I love this laundry ball. I am really impressed after having used this ball for
several months. It works to clean your clothes and even removes minor stains. I’ll be getting
more.

Reply
 Norm  |  April 17, 2011 at 7:25 pm

Thank you SmartKlean for this product. I have been using the laundry ball for more 3 months. Im
so glad that I use this eco froendly product. Good bye to laundry detergent!

Reply
58. Paul  |  April 17, 2011 at 4:34 pm

I have been using this laundry ball for months and it really works.

Repl
 Malena Mieth  |  April 12, 2011 at 10:34 pm

Yo adquirí este producto y es de las mejores cosas que he hecho estoy fascinada!!! por supuesto
que lo recomiendo, y lo seguiré usando!!!!

Reply
 MONICA VAZQUEZ  |  April 10, 2011 at 7:56 pm

About six months ago I bought smartklean, and it´s made a huge difference in my laundry, being
allergic to most detergents; this product has really helped me to simplify that.

Reply
 ANA LUISA CEPEDA  |  April 9, 2011 at 7:18 am

LES RECOMIENDO AL 100% ESTE UTIL, PRACTICO Y ECOLOGICO, PRODUCTO . ME SURTE
PARA MI CASA Y TRES DE LAS CASAS DE HUESPEDES DE FUERA DE LA CIUDAD PARA
EL LAVADO DE LA ROPA , LES DA AHORRO EN SU GASTO EN SUS LAVADAS DE ROPA,
AHORRO EN SU TIEMPO, Y APARTE CUIDAN LA CONTAMINACION DEL MEDIO
HAMBIENTE !!!!.
.. ME PARECE QUE PRODUCTOS COMO ESTE Y SU GENTE QUE NOS DA TAN BUEN
SERVICIO Y SU CLARA EXPLICACION PARA SU USO , NOS DA LA TRANQUILIDAD DE
ESTAR MEJORANDO CADA DIA PARA COOPERAR POR UN MUNDO MEJOR. !!!.
RECUERDEN PONER AL SOL ESTE PRODUCTO ,PARA QUE REACTIVEN SU MECANISMO
INTERNO.

Reply
 Natalia Molina  |  April 7, 2011 at 7:02 am

I have been a smartklean user for over a year now and I’m really grateful that this product exists
in the market. Before Smartklean I was constantly dealing with skin irritations and rashes finally
ending up at a dermatologist office to figure out the problem. Apparently, regular detergents had
been irritating my skin for years and had finally managed to give me a whole new allergy to
fragranced products on my skin. The dermatologist let me know how common this was,
recommended I find a friendlier product, while leaving me bewildered that these products are
even approved for use in your home.
Smartklean has been an amazing investment, always leaving my clothes and linens fresh. It feels



great to know that the items that are intimately in contact with my skin everyday are no longer a
threat to my health or the environment.
I’ve recommended Smartklean to all my friends and family and highly encourage the skeptics to
step out of their comfort zone and give it a try. My recommendation is in the best interest for the
planet and the health of the community.

Thank you Smartklean!!!

Reply
Diane Gabriel  |  April 2, 2011 at 4:32 pm

I have used my new laundry ball that I purchased at the home and garden show for a week now. I
can say that I notice no difference than when I use my expensive detergent. I was a little
concerned at first because I have a front loading machine that does not use as much water as a
normal machine. Do you know if that makes a difference?
My daughter was here this weekend and she is very “green”. Her baby had a very messy diaper
and we used a cloth diaper to clean it up. I threw it in the wash and asked her what she thought
without telling her about the laundry ball. She was suprised that the stain was gone. She would
like to try it on her expensive cloth diapers that she uses. My bachelor son who hates to wash
clothes and never has laundry detergent when he needs it would probably like this too. I only
wish that I had picked up 2 more when I had the chance at the show!!!
So I will be ordering 2 more from your site!!!
thanks- diane gabriel

Reply
 smartklean  |  April 4, 2011 at 2:30 am

Thank you Diane, we are very pleased to know that you’re happy with our product! The
laundry ball is compatible with both front and top loaders. Remember that without any suds
or residues, there’s nothing to rinse meaning you can skip the rinse cycle and conserve water
and energy. 

Reply
Darren  |  February 9, 2011 at 12:59 am

I just bought my Smart Klean washer Ball last week and with my health challange ie M.S.
(Multiple Sclerosis) it has made doing laundry a whole lot easier. With detergents both liquid and
powder I was spilling all the time because of shaking in my hands, now I just toss in the ball and
leave it. If all I have to do is put it on the window sill for a few minutes a month, hay then that is
what I will do.My cloths have never been cleaner. and doing laundry has never been easier. I will
definately recommend the Smart Klean laundry ball to everyone I know and come in contact
with.

Reply
66. Sheri Brown  |  February 8, 2011 at 9:31 pm

Just like most people I was a bit skeptical but after trying the laundry ball I am hooked. My
husband is a longshoremen and he gets pretty sweaty and dirty some days and everything now
comes out fresh and clean. I have even stopped using fabric softener, there is no need.

Reply
 naomi merthe  |  December 10, 2010 at 8:59 pm

WOW! I ordered this and thought if it didn’t work no big deal. I’d been using Tide for about 25
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years and was getting tiered of the cost, storing the plastic containers etc. In an effort to cut
useless spending I now very proudly use the SmartKlean Laundry Ball. I was a sceptic at first, but
when my laundry came out of the washer smelling like I’d washed it in the stream I was sold. I
tell everyone they have to buy this. I use two as I do bigger loads in a front loader and am always
so happy with the results.

Reply
 Olympia & Kos  |  November 23, 2010 at 11:26 am

Dear SmartKlean,

We have been using your washing ball for almost a month now and we can honestly say it works
and is saving us lots of money and helping to save the environment at the same time.

We have experimented with a number of stains and can honestly say they come off. Sometimes
we may add vinegar which adds to removing tough stains.

Thank you for introducing us to this brilliant invention!!!

Kind regards,

Kos & Oly
Northmead

Reply
 Tania  |  November 14, 2010 at 1:54 pm

I love SmartKlean! My friend told me about it since she knows I am conscious of artificial
chemicals and toxins that harm our bodies and planet. It’s been about six months now and I
haven’t had to buy any other laundry cleaner- no more plastic bottles nor chemicals plus I have
saved so much money! My laundry is clean, fresh and natural- I’m very happy and hope
everyone hears of smartklean and switches to it so the oceans and rivers are protected 

Reply
 Daniel Alonso  |  November 10, 2010 at 8:50 pm

I first heard of the SmartKlean laundry ball at work, while my co-workers where going on and on
about it, so I decided to give it a try, and im glad I did! It works great and no more measuring,
running to the store to buy more detergent, and sticky fingers. Thanks SmartKlean!!

Reply
 Franca Fiumani  |  June 12, 2010 at 1:08 am

I used the SmartKlean ball for almost one year. My clothes are clean, they smell fresh and I saved
a lot of money!

Reply
 Marlon Morina  |  October 13, 2009 at 6:27 pm

Smartklean is a one of a kind product that has been beneficial to me on many levels. After several
weeks of using Smartklean I have not had one article of clothing damaged or discolored. It is very
effective against stains that are difficult to deal with. I feel better about doing large amounts of
laundry knowing that this product is environmentally smart. It lasts so much longer than any
detergent on the market, making it extremely cost effective and a big money saver. I’ve
recommended Smartklean to all of my family and friends who are now hooked. If you care about
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the quality of your clothing, the environment you live in and saving cash then Smartklean is
definitely a fantastic buy.

Reply
Francy Freixas  |  May 25, 2009 at 4:55 pm

Plagued by sensitive skin and a conscience that won’t let me use chemical cleaning agents in my
home I have always been open to using natural products. Through much trial & error I have been
disappointed by the actual products, the wasteful manufacturing or that it’s just marketed as
earth-friendly but is just another crazy chemical. It’s safe to say that I have probably tried every
overpriced laundry detergent on the market before I found something that worked as well as
Smartklean. It doesn’t breakout my skin and isn’t expensive! But best of all, it actually delivers on
its promises…clean clothes & clean earth.

I know there are many skeptics out there, but a product as great as this definately deserves a try. If
you have any questions, please feel free to ask me about my experience.

Reply
MINI MAZAIRA  |  May 22, 2009 at 1:17 am

I’VE BEEN USING THE LAUNDRY DETERGENT BALL FOR LIKE 3 WEEKS NOW AND SO
FAR I FEEL THAT IT WAS A GOOD INVESTMENT. MY CLOTHES ARE CLEAN AND EVEN
THOUGH IT DOES NOT HAVE THE DETERGENT SMELL THE CLOTHES DOES HAVE A
CLEAN FRESH SMELL. WHAT I’VE BEEN DOING IS THROWING THE FABRIC SOFTENER
SHEETS IN THE DRYER AND ITS WORKING FOR ME. IN TIME ONCE I GET USE TO IT I
WILL ALSO STOP USING THOSE AS WELL. FIRST COUPLE OF TIMES I WASHED MY
CLOTHES I’M NOT GOING TO LIE IT FELT WEIRD BUT ITS NORMAL EVERYTHING THAT
YOU DO FOR THE FIRST TIME FEELS WEIRD. NOW I CAN SAY I FEEL COMFORTABLE AND
WILL REFER IT TO MY FRIENDS.

Reply
Michael Marston  |  May 13, 2009 at 11:45 pm

I half skeptically purchased this product a few weeks ago. It’s been nothing short of amazing. You
the drop the ball in, run the cycle, and your clothes are clean. I live with a chef, his clothes wreak
after a day or two’s work. Our doubts were put to rest when his clothes came out perfectly fresh,
time after time. I won’t be using detergents anymore, and I hope (for the sake of our planets,
wallets and bodies) more of my friends and family will do the same.
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